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®

Thanks for purchasing this 

dollhouse kit. It was a true 

joy collaborating with Mary 

Engelbreit. Using her amaz-

ing artwork, we have come 

up with this cute cozy cottage 

dollhouse. We hope you 

enjoy making, decorating and 

furnishing it! We ask that you 

please read through the entire 

tutorial as it will not only fa-

miliarize yourself with how to 

put it together, but will answer 

many questions you may have 

along the way. Have fun… 

         —Jim
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Starting notes

• For an easier build, use blue tape or masking tape. You don’t need this, but we find it so much easier. We like to 

dry fit the pieces first to familiarize ourselves with how this will go together. The blue tape holds it together. When 

you start to adhere the house together, you will find that the blue tape acts as a clamp to hold things together while 

they dry. It’s easy to peel off and works!

• The glue we use, and we are in no way affiliated or sponsored by this company, is Gorilla Super Glue. This small 

blue-topped bottle is amazing for putting wood projects together. It’s fast to set, easy to use, inexpensive and you 

don’t need to use a lot to adhere things together. You can basically find it anywhere, such as the grocery stores, craft 

stores and home improvement centers.  

• We will build the house’s base, drawer, walls and roof first. This will allow you to paint the interior and exterior 

of your house. We will then paint and add all the details like the windows, doors and trim pieces in a contrasting 

color if you choose last and then adhere them to the house.

• The wood is cut using a laser that burns through the wooden material. As it burns, the backside of the wood will 

have a charred look. Please keep this in mind when placing your pieces. Place the charred sides in toward the inte-

rior of the project. However, the char can easily be “erased” using a light sandpaper or Emory board. 

We will start with the base of the dollhouse and work our way to the roof. The base has a shallow drawer. 

Base

Start by pulling the base pieces from your kit. They should be packaged as “BASE”. There are (2) 11-3/4 x 

15-1/4-inch Top/Bottom pieces, (2) 2-1/4 x 11-3/4-inch Left/Right sides and (1) 2-1/4 x 15-1/4-inch front piece.

 Apply glue to the bottom notches of the Left/Right sidepieces and adhere on top of the 11-3/4 x 15-1/4-inch 

down into the notches with the straight edge facing the straight backside of the larger base piece. Do this for both 

the left and right sides.

 Apply glue to the left, right and bottom of the longer 2-1/4 x 15-1/4-inch front piece and adhere down onto the 

base piece and into the left and right sides.

 Apply glue to the top edges of the assembled sides and adhere the remaining 11-3/4 x 15-1/4-inch down onto it 

forming a case for the drawer that we will build next.
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 Last, find the 15-1/8 x 2-1/4-inch Front engraved base piece and the Long Frame piece. Adhere the frame piece 

to the engraved base piece. 

 Apply glue to the backside of the base trim assembly and adhere to the front of the base.

Making the Drawer

Pull the kit from your bag labeled, “DRAWER”. You will have (1) 11-1/2 x 14-3/4-inch Base piece, (2) 2 x 11-1/2-

inch Left/Right sides and (2) 2 x 14-3/4-inch longer Top/Bottom pieces. 

 Just as we did above, apply glue to the longer 2 x 14-3/4-inch Top/Bottom piece and adhere down into the 

notches of the front edge of the drawer base. Repeat for opposite side. 

 Apply glue to the left, right and bottom tabs and notches of the 2 x 11-1/2-inch Left/Right sides and adhere 

down to the base piece and into the Top/Bottom pieces.

 Last, find the hole cut from the drawer front center and insert the screw for the knob into the backside of the 

drawer. Screw the knob onto it from the exterior.

Building the First Floor

In your kit find the bag labeled, “1st FLOOR”. Take the largest base piece out. We want to adhere this base piece 

to the top of the matching Base we made earlier. Please Note: There will be several notches cut from the front and 

the sides of this base piece. Please adhere this base to the bottom base with the notches towards the front (not the 

drawer side) of the previously assembled larger base. 

 Again, apply glue to the bottom side of the base piece and adhere on top of the larger base assembly. Align all the 

edges for no overlaps.
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Find the house’s front engraved 1st floor piece and the (2) 9-1/2 x 10-inch Left/Right sidewalls. Also, find the Bay 

Window pieces. There will be the engraved bay front piece. (2) 1-1/4 x 6-5/8-inch Left/Right Sides and the 1-3/8-

inch top piece.

 Lay the front wall piece down on your worktable. We will get to that in a moment. Next, apply glue to the (2) 

1-1/4 x 6-5/8-inch Left/Right Sides of the bay window and adhere to the left and right backside edges of the en-

graved bay window piece.

 

Apply glue to the remaining bay window top piece and adhere to top 

of bay window assembly.

 Now, apply glue to all the notches and tabs of the left, right and 

top portions of the backside of the Bay Assembly and insert into the 

notches cut from the right side of the front house piece.

 Now, we will be raising the walls! Apply glue to the bottom edge 

notches of the front wall piece and now attached bay window. Place 

it in the notches or holes in the Base assembly, BUT not all the way 

in place yet. 

 Apply glue to the (2) left or right and bottom of the Left/Right 

Walls, making sure the straight, flat edge is toward the back of the 

house. Place the walls into the tabs and notches of the front house 

piece. NOW, slide all the walls into their matching notches on the 

base assembly.
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 The last piece to this floor is the roof. From your kit find the 10 x 15-

1/4-inch roof piece. Again, this piece will have a straight flat edge. This 

edge will always face toward the back of the house.

 Apply glue to all the top tabs and notches of the 1st floor assembly. 

Adhere the 10 x 15-1/4-inch roof to them. Fantastic! You finished the 

first floor!

Building the Second Floor

From your kit find the Second Floor pieces. They include (1) 10 x 

16-1/2-inch Base piece. (1) Engraved Front Wall piece (triangular), (1) 

Back Wall Triangular cut out, (1) 9-7/8 x 11-3/8-inch Interior Wall, (2) 

1/8 x 9-7/8-inch Wall floor stabilizers and (2) 11-3/4 x 14-1/2-inch 

Roof pieces.

 First, apply glue to the top roof piece of the 1st floor house assembly. 

Adhere the large 10 x 16-1/2-inch base piece to it. Make sure to center 

this piece visually from left to right and back to front. You should have 

an overlap of 5/8-inch on each of the left and right sides. Front and back 

should be flush to each other.

 This is where that blue tape or a second hand would be handy. Apply glue to the bottom edge of the engraved 

front wall piece. Adhere this down into the notches of the large base piece. Tape of hold the piece until the glue sets. 

 Repeat this same step above for the back wall triangular cut out piece, adding glue and inserting it into its notch-

es along the back wall.
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 Find the (1) 9-7/8 x 11-3/8-inch Interior Wall and the (2) 1/8 x 9-7/8-inch Wall floor stabilizers. Apply glue to 

the bottom as well as both sides of the longest edge (11-3/8-inch edge). Adhere the piece centered between the 

front windows and the back center support piece (back triangular wall). This forms the wall. To support the wall 

further, there are (2) 1/8 x 9-7/8-inch pieces. Apply glue along the length and adhere to each side of the wall on the 

floor. Now add the roof. Apply glue to all the top notches of the triangular roof walls and adhere the large 11-3/4 

x 14-1/2-inch Roof pieces into the three tabs and down onto the roof. Special Note: Again, as wood can be a bit 

“wavy” please hold or tape the piece down until the glue firmly sets. Do this for both sides of the house.

 Good job! You basically have the house built! Just a couple more steps before we can start to add the trim.

Juliet Balcony

We are going to skip around here for a second and do the decorative Juliet Balcony. The reason, it helps brace the 

house and adds a bit of stability. If you want to go ahead and paint the pieces, this it’s a great time to do it

 From your kit find the Juliet Balcony pieces. This includes, (1) Decorative Cherry Rail, (1) Cherry Rail Frame, 

(1) 1-3/8 x 8-5/8-inch Base, and (2) 1-3/8 x 2-1/8-inch Left/Right Sides. 
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 Apply glue to the backside of the Cherry Rail Frame and adhere down on top of the Cherry Rail.

 Apply glue to the (2) 1-3/8 x 2-1/8-inch Left/Right sides and adhere down to the left and right sides of the 

cherry rail assembly.

 Apply glue to the bottom notches of the Left/Right sides and the back edge notches of the 1-3/8 x 8-5/8-inch 

Base piece. Adhere the Base piece onto the bottom of the cherry railing and the (2) Left/Right sides. Amazing!

 Last, apply glue to the back edges of the cherry balcony assembly and adhere to the notches or holes in the house 

front. There are (2) notches on each side of the second floor windows and (4) Horizontal notches and (2) Vertical 

notches towards the top of the first floor. This will help lock the two sections together.

Building the Gabled Roofs

In your kit find the following: (2) Engraved Front Triangular Window piece, (2) Smaller “V” pieces and (4) Long 

Triangular Roof Piece with two notches cut from them.

 Apply glue to the bottom edge notches of the engraved front triangular piece. Please Note: I find it works like 

a charm if you hold the piece horizontally up next to the gable end opening. Place the tabs into the house roof 
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notches and then swing the piece up and into the opening between the two sides of the large roof ends. Again, use 

of tape could be handy to hold into place until glue sets. Repeat for opposite side of the house.

 Apply glue to the backside of one of the “V” pieces and then adhere to the matching engraved area on the large 

roof piece.

 Last, apply glue to all the top edges of the triangular gable window piece and the top edges of the previously 

adhered “Vs”. Adhere the (2) Long Triangular Roof pieces to each side by placing the (2) tabs into the roof pieces 

and securely adhering them down onto the roof arches. Repeat for opposite side. YAHOOO! You DID IT!

Adding the Detail Pieces, First Floor

Now, relax and let’s have fun adding all the great details to this project. Again, let’s start on the ground floor and work up. 

Window

There are three different sizes of window/shutters. Find the one that matches the first floor front window. Apply 

glue to the backside of the window and shutters and adhere onto the engraved outlines of the house window.

Gate

Find the gate pieces from your kit. There is the Main Gate piece, (2) Longer Side Frames, (1) Bottom Frame piece, 

(2) Larger Post Tops, (2) tiny thin Post Bases, and (1) Left Gate piece.

 Apply glue to the backsides of the frame pieces and adhere them to their matching areas on the gate.

 Apply glue to the bottom of the gate piece and adhere down into the cut notches of the base piece right in front 

of the window.
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 Apply glue to the left, right and bottom sides of the Left Gate piece and adhere the piece down into the notches 

of the base and up against the house and gate.

Front Door

From your kit, find the front door pieces. They include the engraved front door, (4) Frame pieces, the larger rect-

angular doorframe, the door trim, and (1) knob.

 First, apply glue to the backsides of the frame pieces and adhere to their matching areas on the door front. 

 Apply glue to the backside of the doorframe piece and adhere to its matching area on the door front.

 Apply glue to the flat backside of the knob and adhere to its matching area on the door front.

 Find the (2) Sticky-Back Canvas pieces from your kit. We will use these as hinges. They will be easy to paint or 

paper over to match the interior walls.

 Fold the pieces down their length, cloth side to cloth side. 

A special note about the door front: The front of the door will have the knob to the left facing it. The knob sits lower on 

the door. It’s easy to get that mixed up. 
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Pull the sticky backing from the 

canvas and adhere to the backside 

of the door. Do this by flipping the 

piece and adhering half the strip to 

the left side of the door. The knob 

should be down under to the right.

 Place the door into the door 

opening and adhere the remaining 

half of the canvas to the interior 

wall. Use a bone folder or similar 

and burnish the canvas onto the 

wood to secure for years to come.

 In your kit there will be a 

thin1/8-inch thick doorframe piece. 

Apply glue to the backside of the frame and adhere centered onto the door opening.

 The Awning is the last piece to make and adhere. It will go right above the doorframe. From your kit please pull 

the two pieces. One long rectangular piece with (3) notches cut from it and the scalloped edge piece. Apply glue to 

the notches of the scallop piece and adhere onto the rectangular pieces notches.

 Apply glue to the long straight edge and adhere just above the doorframe. 

The Bay Window

In your kit you will find (4) smaller sticky-back canvas pieces. These will be for the bay windows. Find the (2) tri-

angular arch pieces (the front one will have engraving on it) and the (2) rectangular 1-1/2 x 2-1/2-inch Roof pieces, 

the Window box pieces and a piece a rectangular trim piece that goes below the window box in the engraved area 

and a 3/8-inch thick “U” shaped piece that will frame the edges of the bay window.

 Pull the backing from the canvas strips. From the interior, apply two strips each to just below the top pane and 

the bottom pane close to the pane edge, trying not to go into the pane area. Repeat for second window. Place the 

windows into the window frame and adhere the canvas to the interior wall.
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 Back to the exterior side…Apply glue to the bottom edges of the triangular roof pieces. Adhere the un-engraved 

(Sorry, both were engraved in the photo.) triangular piece to the top of the bay window centered visually. Again, 

take the engraved matching piece and adhere flush to the front of the top of the bay window. 

 Apply glue to the top edges of the roof arches (triangles) and adhere the (2) 1-1/2 x 2-1/2-inch rectangles to each 

side of the triangle forming its roof.

 Find the Bay Window Frame. It’s the “U” shaped piece. Apply glue to the backside and adhere around edges of 

the bay window.

 Moving to the window box.  Find the window box pieces. There will be (2) small sidepieces, a thicker front 

piece and a thinner bottom piece. It does not have a back.

 We want to attach everything to the front piece. It’s the wider piece. Apply glue to the thinner long piece with 

the tabs. Insert the tabs into notches to adhere. 

 Adhere the two smaller sidepieces. Hint: you may need to flip these around to fit. 

 Apply glue to the backside of the window box and adhere into the engraved area right under the bay windows.

 One more trim frame piece…Adhere this to its matching area under the window box. 
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GREAT! First floor is done. The Juliet Balcony is already assembled and adhered into place, let’s move to the second floor.

Adding the Details, Second Floor

In your kit find the (2) Second Story Windows. Apply glue to the backside and adhere to the matching areas 

behind the Juliet Balcony. Please note that the balcony shown in the following pictures was replaced with a Mary 

Engelbreit Cherry Balcony.

 Next, find the framing timberwork. Apply glue to the backside and adhere to its matching engraved area.

 Find the two gable end windows and apply glue to the back of these and adhere to their matching areas on each 

end of the house. You will also find (2) ¼ x 2-inch windowsill pieces. Apply glue to the long edge and adhere cen-

tered under the window on each end of the house.

 Again, grab the blue tape or masking tape. Pull off several strips and have them ready. Now find the decorative 

engraved Fascia board. Apply glue to all the front edges of the roof. Adhere the Fascia board up against the glue 

and apply tape to hold it in place along several places to secure and set.
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Last but not least…we need to put a very Mary cherry on top to finish it all off—the chimney.

Chimney

Please find the Chimney kit. You will have (2) Front/Back Chimney pieces and (2) Left/Right Chimney Pieces, 

and (2) Long Chimney Trim pieces and (2) Short Chimney Trim pieces.

 Apply glue to the notches of the thinner chimneypiece and insert down into the larger chimneypiece. Repeat for 

opposite side. 

 Apply glue to the (2) end edges of the upright thinner pieces and adhere the remaining wider chimneypiece to 

them. 

 Adhere the (2) Short trim pieces to the Shorter sides of the chimney top. Next, adhere the longer pieces to each 

end of the chimney top. Done!

 Apply glue to the bottom edges of the chimney assembly and adhere to either gable top centered.

You made Mary’s Dollhouse! That’s Fantastic! Have fun decorating and furnishing the magical little cottage.


